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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present estimates of income, wage rate, and

s~bstit~tiQn elasticities for several gro~ps of old~r men and women.

For the most part, the res~lts are consistent with a priori expecta-

tions. In general the income effects are negative and the s~bstit~tion

effects are positive. As expected, the elasticities for older men

and women are larger than those for prime age married males. While

the labor s~pply elasticities of men below retirement age are smaller

than those for women, the labor supply elasticities of men over age

65 are generally just as l~rge as those for women .



In order to predict the magnitude of such reductions,
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THE EFFECT OF INCOME AND WAGE RATES ON THE

LABOR SUPPLY OF OLDER ME~ AND WOMEN

INTRODUCTION

While static economic theory predicts that most income transfer

programs will lead to r~ductions ~n the labor supply of program bene-

ficiaries, the theory has nothing to say about the magnitude of such

reductions. l

the labor supply schedule of potential beneficiaries must be known.

The purpose of this and three previous papers is to present some empiri-

cal estimates of the labor supply schedules of a wide variety of demo-

graphic groups. A major theme of the papers is that problems which

inhere in the available data prevent us--and other researchers--from

making very precise estimates of the labor supply functions of any

demographic group. As a result, while empirical studies of labor supply

can 1'educe some of the uncertainty about the magnitude of the labor

supply reductions which would be induced by transfer programs, much

. . 2unaerta1nty rema1ns.

It i~ both informative and necessary to estimate separate labor

supply functions for different demQgraphic groups because there are

a priori reasons and supporting empirical evidence for believing that

the income and substitution elasticiti~s of labor supply vary consider

ably ,across demographic groups.3 For example, because prime age husbands

are subject to very strong social pressures to do market work while wives

are not subject to as much social pressure to either work or not work,
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the income and substitution elasticities of husbands should be much

smaller than!that of wives. In three previous papers we presented

estimates for married. and single prime age (25-54) men; prime age

married and single women, and female household heads; and younger men

and women. In ,this paper we present estimates for several groups of

older men and women.

In the ,first section of this paper we describe the data upon which

our analysis is based. (This section is virtually identical to the first

sections in the three previous papers.) The next sections present and

discuss our results for the demographic groups. Xhe final section con-

tains a brief summary and conclusion.

1. DATA BASE AND VARIABLE DEFINITIONS

Our analysis is based on two data sources: the Survey of Economic

Opportunity (SEO) and the Michigan Institute for Social Research--OEO

Income Dynamics Panel Study (ISR-OEO). The SEO, conducted only for the

years 1966 and 1967, was designed to supplement the Current Population

Survey. Data were collected from 30,000 households, consisting of

(1) a national self-weighting sample of 18,000 households arid (2) a

supplementary sample of 12,000 households from areas with a large percen-

tage of nonwhite poor. We use only the 1967 self-weighting portion of

the s~p1e in our analysis. 4 The ISR-OEO study was a five-year longi-

tudinal stuqy conducted during the years 1968 through 1972. Of the 4,802

families interviewed in 1968, 1,872 were from the SEO low-income supp1e-

mentary sample. The rest consisted of a national cross section of the
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u.s. population. Sample size decreased be~ause of nonresponse and

increased because of new family form~tion. By 1972, there:t;ore, the

sample consisted of 5,Q60families, 1,108 of which were newly formed

since the 1968 interview. Because of the smaller sample size we use the

total ISR-OEO samp~e and run weighted regressions to take account of the

nonrandom character of the sample.

A. Labor Supply Measures

Numerous measures of labor supply can be constructed from the SEO

data. Adult household members were asked how many hours they worked

last week, how ma~y weeks they were employed last year, and whether

they normally wo~ked full or part time last year. Paid vacation and

paid sick leave are included in the SEa definition of weeks employed

but not in the definition of hours worked in the survey week. In

addition, adults who worked less than 50-52 weeks or less than full time

during most weeks ~ere asked to give the major reason why they were less

than full-time 'Workers. (Unfortunately, adults who workecl less than full

time in the week prior to the survey were not asked why.) From the answers

to these questions we have constructed ~he following measures of labor

supply:

1. ELF .
A

= the product of weeks in the labor force (weeks
employed plus weeks unemployed) and 40 if the
individual either normally worked full time or
wanted to work full time or 20 if the individual
voluntarily worked part time.

= the product of weeks employed and 40 if the
individual normally worked full time during the
year 0r weeks employed and 20 if the individual
worked part time.
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= ai" dulll1liy"valriahle· which assumes.the value: of 1 if
HEMPA'> 0 andzetq.if HEMPA = o.

4. HwKSW " d hours actually worked dutiiLngthe survey week.

5. Hm<S'W <;,40 = HWlCSW'or4?, w:hi~hever is smaller •

6. WKDUMS~
.,

- a dUlll1l1y 'w:ariableequal tol if HWKSW > 0 and zero
if HWl{SW == o.

There are several important differences among;these variables. 'The

last five are measures of either time employed or .time actually.working,

while the first is .a measi,lreof time spent looking" for work a~s well as

time spertt employed. Measures 2, 3,4, 5, and 6, therefore, are~

li~ely to reflect cross-sectional differences in the demand for as well

as the:supply of labor. (Since inability to find a job leads to labor

force'withdrawal in some·cases, cross~sectional differences in the demand

for labor are also likely to be reflected in the time-in-labor force

measures!) In particular, if as is undoubtedly the case, the tightness

of the market variesd:lirectly with skill level, low wage workers will be

laid off more often and rehired less rapidly than high wage workers. Thus,

the wage rate coefficients in these five measures will be positively biased.

On the other hand~ the allocation of time between search for employ-

ment and actual emp10yment ,is at least in part subject to the individual

worker's control. Moreover, we expect the individual's decision to be

influenced by economic'considerationS.· Thelarge-r. the individual's non-

employment income, the better able. is he to afford. to spend time looking

for a satisfactory job. Similarly, the higher his potential wage rate,

the better able.i.s he 'to afford, ,to s,pend time looking for a satisfactory

job'. But the higher his wage rate, the more costly- is the time he spends

l!-ot working. Iff the substitution effect dominates, the wage rate coefficient
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will be more.positive in the time-employed than in the time-in-the-1abor-

force measures of labor supply. Thus, w~ge coeffici~nts may be more

positive in the time-employed labor supply measures either because the

wage rate coefficients are ~ore likely to inapprppriate1y reflect cross-

sectional differ~nces in the demand for as well as the supply of labor

or because these coefficients appropriately reflect the wage rate e1astic-

ity of job-search time. Because it is not possible to determine whether

the differences between the time-employed and the time-in-the-1abor-force

measures are due to the first or second of theFle factors, we will present

results for both o'f these measures.

The variables also differ in the degree to wqich they are comprehen-

sive measures of labor supply. Our major focus in the discussion of the

results will be on the most comprehensive measures of HEMPA,HLFA, HWKSW '

HWKSW ~ 40. Only the HWKSW variable measures overtime hours worked during

the week. The IDVKSW 2. 40 variable is constructed in oJ;'der to facilitate

the isolation of the overtime labor supply schedule. Since HWKsw '< 40

treats overtime labor supply as equivalent to f~ll-time labor supply, it

,is comparable to HEMPA, the maj~r differe~ces being that (1) it contains

a more continuous measure of hours worked during the week than HEMP
A

and,

more important, (2) unlike HEMPA, it may be sensitive to seasonality prob-

·51ems. The difference between the ~WKSw and HWKSW 2. 40 coefficients can

be attributed to the effects of overtime. There are at least three reasons

for separating out the effects of overtime. First, doing so facilitates

comparison wfth our annua1-hours-emp1oyed measure. Second, the overtime

labo.r supp1y"of some groups is likely to be more resJDonsive to economic

incentives. This would be particularly true of prime age males, for

~" .
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example,. who 'ilree~pected to work full time but not necess:arily overtime.,

Third, and cJ;pse1yrelated),to the secondpoin:t:, our ultimate interest is

in using ,these estimated labor supply schedule'S to predict' the labor

supply reductlions; which:'would be . induced by a negative income tax program.

Since reducti.~ns fronl.overtime to full-time labor supply are almost certain

. to be more socially ,and, politically acceptable than reductions from full-

time to iess than full-time labor s1-1pply, it.is', 'important' to distinguish

between thes,e. twok,inds, of labor. supply responsiveness.

In the ]Sll'-'OEO;, study, household heads and their spouses were asked

how many weeks. they worked last year and how many hours they· normally

worked dtlringthe weeks, that they, wo·rked. In addition, household heads

who wb:rked,lessthan 52 weeks were asked how ,many weeks of work they

missed because. of une~plo\Ylllent or a strike, be:e-aase of illness, or

finally beca1-1se of.:vacation. Thus,. in the ,ISR.,.,OEO study, a measure of

annual; hours, actua.llY·worked, in. contrast. to annual hours' employed, is

available and: for, heads it is also possible·to construct a measure of

annual hours in the .labor force. Moreover, it is possible to replicate

our principai.SEOmeasutes of labor supply HLFA' and HEMP
A

• For household

heads then we use the f0110wingmeasures of. labor supply:

the product. of weeks worked and normal hours
worked per week.

2.· HWKA.<: 2000 =~ HWK
A

or 2,,000, whichever is smaller.

= a.recoded measure of HLFASEO in which the weeks
in the labor force measure is recoded into the
same categories in SED and the normal hours worked
variable is,: set equal to:40 if it is equal to 35
or more, and 20 otherwise.

== l·if HWK > 1.
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The ~SR-OEO annual-hours-worked (HWKA) measure is superior in several

ways to the SEO measure of annual hours employed (HEMP
A
). First, it is

a comprehensive annual measure of labor supply that includes overtime work.

Second, the measure of annual hours worked is conceptually preferable to

a measure of annual hours ~mployed (equals hours worked plus paid vacation

and sick leave) because whether it is paid for or not, time spent vacation

ing constitutes leisure. Moreover, measures of labor supply which include

paid vacation and sick leave are likely to result in positively biased

wage rate coefficients. For the lower the wage rate, the less probable

it is that the worker will have a job with paid vacation or paid sick

leave. Consequently, the vacations and illnesses of those with lower

wage rates are likely to be counted as leisure rather than as hours

employed, while the vacations and illnesses of those with higher wage.

rates are more likely to be counted as hours employed. Another way of

putting this is that the SEO measure of time employed does measure time

employed for those with paid vacation and sick leave but measures time

employed less time spent on vacation and illnesses for those who are not

fortunate enough to have jobs with paid vacation and sick leave.

B. Unearned Income Measur~s

In order to derive an estimate of the effect of income on the labor

supply of an individual, it is necessary to have a measure of the income

that he has which does not depend on how much. he works. Earnings of other

family members and family nonemployment income (NEY) are two sources of

income which do not depend directly on how much the individual works.

Unfortunately, in many instances they depend indirectly on how much he

works. We considerNEY first.
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ReportedNEY in the SEQ 'includes family income.from (1) Social

Security (old age, survivor's, and disahi1ity insuJ::ance [OASDll) or

railroad retirement, (2) pensions from retiremerntprograms for govern-

ment employees or military pe~sonne1 or private employees; (3) veteran's

disability or compensation (VD); (4) puh1ic asscistance, relief, or welfare

from state or 10c.a1 .governments (PA); (5) unemployment insuraJ;lce; (6) work

men's compensation,i.11ness, or accident henefits (WC); (7) other regular

income such as payments from annuities, royalties, private welfare, or

relief; contrihutions from persons not living in the ho~seho1d;. and alimony

or Armed Forces allotments; (8) interest; (9) dividends; and (10) rent.

In addition, data are· availab1e.on family assets.6 Negativ.ecorre1ations

between components of NEY and·1abor supply may be.observed for one of three

reasons: (1) NEY leads. to reduced work effort, (4)' involuntary limitations

on work effort lead toNEY, or (3) some third factor simultaneously causes

higher...than-average work effort. Only the first should. be considered for

purposes of estimating a labor supply schedule.. Correlations between

public. assistance, unemployment compensation,. vet:eran 's pensions, workmen's

compensation, and retirement pensions on the one hand, and labor supply

on the other hand, are likely to be observed for either the second or

third reason.

Consider public assistance. A priori, it is impossible to specify

whether public assistance beneficiaries work less in order to receive

aid, or receive aid because of limitations in the work they can do. In

the latter case, public assistance payments should not be included in NEY

since causation runs the wrong way. But consider~for a moment the imp1i

cations of the former hypothesis. If beneficiaries work less in order to
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qualify for public assistance, nonbeneficiaries could supposedly do the

same thing. That is, beneficiaries and nonbeneficiaries with the same

potential wage rate face identical budget constraints.? To attribute

their differences in work effort to differences in NEY is erroneous.

The differences in this case must be a result of different tastes.
8

Consequently, whether the (promised) receipt of public assistance leads

to reduced work effort or vice versa, public assistance payments should

not be included in NEy. 9

The same arguments apply to unemployment compensation (UC) benefici

aries. If one assumes that the receipt of UC depends upon involuntary

cessation or reduction of work, clearly UC should not be included in the

measure of NEY. This appears to be a reasonable assumption for at least

the initial qualification for benefits. Even if one assumes that once

unemployed, the availability of benefits induces less effort to become

re-employed, the budget constraint of the short-term unemployed person

is identical to that of a longer-term unemployed who has an identical

wage and lives in the same state. The difference in length of unemploy

ment, therefore, must in this case be attributed to differences in tastes.

Thus, ue benefits should not be included in NEy.
IO

Our treatment of workmen's compensation and veteran's disability

and pensions program benefits is similar to that of public assistance

and unemployment compensation benefits. We do not count we or VD

disabilities. Because the benefits are paid for the le~gth of the

disability, the benefit amount will normally be inversely correlated

with time spent working. The inclusion of we benefits in NEY would
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lead to a spu-riousnegative correlation in the NEY.coefficil;mt . Veteran's

disability payments like we, payments are likely to be the bes·t available

proxy for the severity of a health limitation on·,work effort, while the.

nonc1aimants who have identical alternative employment opportunities may

be in ·their tastes for leisure vis-a-vis income. 12 In other words, the

pensions of claimants may represent, at least in part, a proxy for taste.

The ideal procedure would be. to devise a method to correctly describe

the opportunity loci of both claimants and nonclaimantseligible for

pensions. But it would be very difficult to identify the nonclaimant

eligibles, and. even if this could be done easily, the introduction of

alternative budget constraints would complicate the estimation problem.

Moreover, eligibility for pensions may in part refl·ect taste differenc.es.

Some occupations like the military and the civiL.. services offer relatively
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generous pensions at an early age. Individuals who want to retire early

are more likely to be attracted by such occupations. In order to reflect

all these differences in taste, for male earners less than age 65 we use

a dummy variable which is equal to 1 if the individual received a pension,

d h · 13an zero ot erw~se.

counted in NEY.

The amount of income received from a pension is

Although individuals below age 62 cannot receive old age insurance

payments, there may be other family members who receive either old age

or survivor's insurance payments. Such payments should be counted in

NEy. 14 However, if the male aged 25-61 whose labor supply we are examin-

ing could not work part or all of the year because of a health limitation,

we presumed that any OASDI payments were disability payments. In this

case, as with De and we benefits, we did not count OASDI payments in NEY.

(The special treatment of OAI payments for those over age 61 is discussed

in Section IIB.)

To summarize, we do not include benefits from public assistance,

unemployment compensation, workmen's compensation or the veteran's programs

in our measure of NEY. Our NEY variable is then the sum of the remaining

elements of reported NEY in the SEO, or the sum of interest, dividends,

rent, pensions, and social security payments to those without a disability

problem and a miscellaneous category called other nonemployment income.

Except for the miscellaneous category, which is not available, our ISR-OEO

NEY measure is identical. In practice, most of the NEY for the prime age

groups is attributable to interest, dividends, and rent. But even these

may be indirectly related to the work effort of family members. Holding wage

rates constant, labor supply will be positively related to annual earnings.

As long as the rate of savings out of extra incom~ is positive, larger earnings
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will also lead to more assets and NEY. Indiv,iduals may· work more 'than

average either because they have. a greater than"average taste for income

or a greater than average taste for work.

In. addit,ion, to using NEY, we can also use information on earnings

of other family members to generate income-effect estimates. Unfortun-

ately, however, in many cases the earnings of bther family members will

also depend indirectly on the labor supply oft,he individual. Since the

labor supplybf husbands and wives is jointly determined, the earnings

of one may be negatively related to the labor supply of the other via a

cross substitution effect. On the other hand, the earnings of one may

be positively related to the other's labor supply' because both may reflect

the family's taste for income vis.,-a,.-vis leisure. These di:fferences in

taste may reflect either differences in tastesifor lifetime income vis-a-vis

lifetime leisure or differences in tastes for the timing of income and

leisure. A priori, it is impossible to say which bias will dominate.

C. Wage Rate Measures

The hourly wage rate in the SED is constructed by dividing normal

weekly earnings by actual hours worked during the survey week. There

are two major problems with this wage rate variable. First, it is

missing for all individuals who did not work for wages during the survey

week. Thus for demographic groups in which most members do not work,

e.g., men age 72 or more, there is no measure: of the actual hourly wage

for large portions of the sample. Even for groups like prime age married

men where almost everyone works" however, divid.iJ1g normal earnings by

actual hours worked may create serious measurement errors in the wage rate

. bl 15var1.a e. The hourly wage rate is too low for all individuals who worked

more hours than their normal work week and too high for all individuals
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who worked fewer hours than their normal work week. This kind of measure

16
ment error will normally bias the wage rate coefficient toward zero.

A solution to both the missing wage rate and the measurement errors

in wage rate problems is to use a two-stage least squares regression

procedure. In a first stage, wage rates are regressed on a host of demo

graphic variqbles such as education, race, health, age, and location.

The coefficients of the independent variables are used to impute potential

wage rates to individuals on the basis of their demographic characteristics.

In the second stage labor supply regression, the imputed wage rate is used

as the independent wage rate variable. Tpe coefficient of the imputed

wage rate variable may be unbiasedl7 if the variables used to derive the

imputed wage rate have no direct effect on the labor supply.

Unfortunately, the variables used to impute the wage rate are likely

to have direct effects on labor supply. A brief examination of some of

the variables used to estimate the imputed wage rate will make this clear.

The first stage equation is as follows:

WR WR (Age, Education; Race, Health Status, Current Location;

Dummy for Foreign Location at Age Sixteen, Dummy for Union

Membership.)

Health undoubtedly affects an individual's supply of labor independent of

his wage rate. Age may be a gpod proxy for ~astes and may also reflect

demand factors. The demand for labor varies by race. Being black leads

to both lower wages and lower availapility of work. Education not only

increases an individual's productivity but it may also change his tastes

and affect the nonpecuniary aspects of jpbs which an individual can get.

It does not seem unreasonable to assume that those with more education are
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most likely :tohave. been socialized into a gl1e,a:ter, des.ire.rto work and that

the moreeduc,ation anind~vidualhas the more;p:leasant his job is likely

to be. Even, more important, the number .of y;ears,ofeducatifon that an

individual has complet:ed. may be. the best proxy·that we havef'orhis

ambition. That is, ,it is reasonable 'to assume :,that , on the .a'V.erage·,

individuals who drop out of school earlier than average willI not only

be less br;ight than. ,average but less ambitious as well.

All of the variables discussed, above have :either p,ositive direct

eff.ects on both the wage rate and labor supplyor.negative direct effects

on both variables .Cons·equently, 'if they are "excluded from the labor

supply .equati'on,the imput'ed wage variable wilh.be biased, upwards. On

the other hand, ,if all the :variables, are includ:ed'in the labor s.upply

regression~ there will be no independent varia.t±.onin wage rates. Unfor-

tunately, the attempt to use a potential wage v:ariableinevita.bly leads

to this "cl'amned if you do and damned if you donl't" bind • This is a very

good reason for not using the imputed wage variable if av:iablealterna-

tive exists. Because we have no choi.ce for most'of the groups discussed

in this paper we are forced to rely almost exclusively upon the potential

wage rate.

The ISR-OEO wage rate measure, however, is superior to that in the

SEa. Individuals paid on an hourly basis ,were asked to report their

hourly wage rate. The hourly wage rate for 'all other worke,rs is construc-

ted by dividing annual earnings by annual hours, Morked. Moreover, these

measures are available for five years. Gonsequently, the r"eported wage

rate, particularly the average of an individu,al:lswage rate over five

h Id b f f · 18yea,rs, s· oU' . e reeromany ser~ous pure measurement errors.
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the ISR-OEO study allows us to compare the results for at least 55-61

. 19year old males when reported and potential wage rate measures are used.

D. Functional Form

Although we experimen4ed with numerous functional forms for both the

income and wage rate variables in our prime age married male sample, we

present results only from regressions in which we used linear nonemploy-

ment income and other earnings vari~bles, and log linear reported wage rate

and potential wage rate variables. There were two reasons for these choices.

First, these functional forms generally provided the best fit. Second, the

linear income ~nd log linear wage rate coefficients are the easiest ones

to convert into crude estimates of percentage reductions in labor supply

which would result from NIT programs with specified guarantees and tax

20rates. .

E. Other Independent Variables

In addition to the income and wage rate variables, our SEa regres-

sions for 55-61 year old males include the following independent variables:

(1) HPRELY = a dummy variable which is equal to one if health

prevented the individ~al from working entirely the previous year.

(2) HLIMLY = a dummy variable equal to one if health prevented

the individual from working part of the previous year.

(3) HPRE = a dummy variahle equal to one if the individual has a

long-term health disability which prevents him from working.

(4) HLIMA = a dumm~ variable equal to one if the individual has a

long term health disability which limits the amount of work he can do.
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(5) HLIMK = a dununyvariab1e. equal .to oneiLthe indiv:idua1:has a

long.,-term hea:Lth disabi1itY'which limits the kindrof work he, can do.

(6) HLIMKA = a dummy variable equal to one ,if the individual has

a long-term health disability which limits the kind' and amount of work

he can do.

(7) BLACK = a dummy variable which is equfll.to one.if the indivi

dual's race is Negro.

(8) OTHRAC= a dummy variable which is equal to one_if .the .indivi

dual.' s race is .,neither Causaian..nor Negro.

(9) FAMSIZ ,= a set of dummy variables fovfami1y sizes. of two,,,

three·, four, five, six, seven, or more.

(10) PENDUM = a dummy variable equal to one. if the individual lived

in an interview unit in. which there was income from· pensions. but in which

no one else was. retired.

(11) NTWTH = family's total assets which bear no,monet.ary return.

The health status variables overlap to some extent. The HPRELY,

HPRE, .HLlMA, HLIMK, AND HLIMKA variables are designed. to measure 10ng

term disabilities. The HLIMLY variable in contrast may reflect a long

term disability but it .is more likely to reflect the, effect of an

episodic illness on labor supply the previous year.. Unfortunately, there

is no question in the SEO which can capture the influence of such an

episodic illness on labor supply during the survey-week.

The larger a family, the more'income the family requires to maintain

a given per capita standard .of living. Assuming that tastes for standards

of living do not vary with family size then, ceteris paribus, the larger

the family, the more the head should work. This is the rationale for the

inclusion of a set of family size dummies.
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The PENDUM v~riable is used as a proxy for tastes. The rationale

for its inclusion was discussed above. In Section II below we present

NEY coefficients from one set of regressions in which the PENDUM vari

able was not included, and from another set of regressions in which

separate NEY coefficients are estimated for pensioners and nonpensioners.

The two racial variables are included to reflect any effects of discrimina

tion on the demand side of the market.

Finally, while the NTWTH variable may be viewed as an alternative

measure of the income effect on labor supply, for reasons discussed in

footnote 6~ the NTWTH coefficient is almost certain to be positively

biased.

In our ISR-QEQ regressions we use a comparable set of independent

variables for 55-61 year old males. For other demographic groups in

both data sets, we use slightly different sets of independent variables.

Any changes in the set of other independent variables are described below

in the pertinent sections.

F. Samples

A few groups of individuals were excluded from each of the demographic

groups that we analyzed. In our SEQ analysis, we excluded individuals

serving in the Armed Forces either in the we~k previous to the SEQ survey

or during the previous year. The SEQ measure of time employed consists of

time employed as a civilian. In analyzing the SEQ data, we also excluded

individuals who reported that they did not work at all during the previous

year due to institutionalization because, by definition, the labor supply

of individuals who cannot work will pe invariant with differences in wage

rates and nonemployment income.
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Finally, we excluded the self-employed from both the SEn and ISR-OEO

studies because it is impossible to separate the returns to labor from

the returns to capital for the self-employed. As a result, their wage rates

and nonemployment income are likely to be mismeasured, and the wage rate

and labor supply coefficients are likely to be biased.

From the ISR-OEO data we were unable to ascertain if individuals

had been institutionalized. Moreover, it is not pnssible in the ISR-OEO

study to identify members of the Armed Forces.

II • OLDER MEN

Because of the provisions of the Old Age Insurance (OAI) Program,

compulsory retirement provisions, and social expectations, it is necessary·

to examine the labor supply of several different age groups of aged workers.

The earnings test in the OAI program makes it difficult to obtain accurate

income effect estimates and virtually impossible to obtain accurate substi

tution effect estimates for individuals age 62-71. (This problem is dis

cussed in greater detail in Section lIB below.) In addition individuals

age 62-64 are eligible for reduced OAI payments if they retire early. Due

to compulsory retirement provisions the decision confronting many individuals

65 or older is whether or not to seek a new job rather than whether or not

to work less at or quit an existing job. Finally, in large part because

the OAI program sets the retirement age at 65, we believe that there is

less social pressure to work. for those who are approaching age 65 than

for prime age males, virtually nO social pressure to work for those who

are 65 or more, and even some degree of social pressure for those who are
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much older than 65 to not work. Given the above considerations we

divided the aged into four age groups, those not eligible for OAI pay-

ments (55-61), those eligible for early retirement (63-64), those

eligible for full OAI payments but subject to the earnings test (66-71)

and those eligible for full OAI payments and not subject to the earnings

21
test (73 and older).

Because males age 55-61 are approaching the age where retirement

is both respectable and encouraged, they are subjected to less social

pressure to work than males age 25-54. As a consequence, we expect .
economic variables to be a more important determinant of the labor supply

of the older group and thus the older group should have somewhat larger

income and substitution elasticities. Because social pressures to work

are even smaller for 63 and 64 year oIds, we expect even larger income

and substitution effects for this group, while these elasticities for

the 66-71 year old males should be substantially larger because there

are no social pressures to work. Finally, because health and social

pressures becqme in9reasingly more important limitations on work for

those over age 72, while the elasticities of labor supply for this group

should be larger than those for prime age males, they are not likely to

be as large as those for the 66-71 year old group.

We excluded all males who gave health limitations as the major cause

for their not working at all from our 66-71 and 73 or more year old samples.

For males over age 65, retirement is clearly a legitimate reason to give

for not working. Including individuals in the sample who clearly cannot

work will tend to bias the income and wage rate coefficients toward zero

because while NEY and WR will vary among this group labor supply will
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not. For males, under age 65, however, retirement is not quite as legiti

mate. Thus there is a possibility that some retired males, age 55-61 or

63-64 may claim that health prevented them from working; in fact, as

report.ed in an earlier paper, we found that how much prime age unhealthy

males worked was very sensitive to how much NEY they had and what their

wage rates were. Consequently, we did not exclude such ind.ividuals from

our 55-61 and 63-64 year old male samples.

As the figures in Table 1 indicate, those 55-61 work somewhat less

than prime age males. After age 61 the labor supply of males declines

dramatically with age. This reduction in the labor supply of males is

undoubtedly due to some combination of reduced social pressure to work,

reduced physical ability to work, reduced monetmry rewards for work in

the fOrIll 'of wage rates, and increased ability ·to afcford not to work in

the form of retirement benefits.

Note the large differences in the percent who work and in the mean

values of OTHERN between the two samples of males age 73 or more. The

SEO sample contains all males 73 or over whil.e the ISR-OEO contains only

those who are househol;d hC:l;,:.du 0 About 1/3 ()£i:he .aged, live with their

children. This group ·of the aged is much less likely to work than those

who live by themselves. Because there is insufficient data on them this

group is not included in the ISR-OEO sample.

For several reasons we expect the income and wage rate coefficients

to be biased. The NEY coefficient is likely to be positively biased

because it reflects .the positive effect of economi'c ambition on both

labor supply and NEY, and the positive savings effect of working more
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TABLE 1

SEO Mean Values of Labor Supply and Income for

. Males Age 55-61, 63-64, 66-71, and 73+

Married Single Married Single
55-61 55-61 63.....64 66-71 73+ 25-54 25-54

eN = 1073) eN = 195) eN = 280) eN = 592) eN = 656) eN = 613) (N = 6263)

HLFA 1748 1458 1289 548 165 19.65 1791

HEMPA
1694 1347. 1206 316 161 1918 1168

EMPDUMA .89 .81 .73 .-44 .17 .98 .98

-HWKSW 2.40 30 24 21 8 2 35 31

~sw- 34 27 23 .. '9 3 41 36

WI.<DUMSW .79 .65 .-55 .26 .09 .91 .80

. NEY 760 724 1052 1254 2782 300 313
..
WR 3.77 2.47 2.91 2.30 3.53 2.902.-:84

OTHERN 2306 1081 1761 1204 1418 1666 1057

OWN EARNINGS 6748 4155 4157 1507 417 . 7565 5562·

TOTAL INCOME 9814 5960 6970 39·65 4617 9531 6932

!'.>
.1-'
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,~ge 7 3ar Older
",., , ;.:~(N='4Al)

.1285,14'77 'H'WK
A

,1IWK <,2000
A~

HLFA-SE~R

.TIHFDUM
A

NE:Y
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O'l'HERN

TOTAL·LNCOME

'(CT61
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1589

.88

L1109
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8217

11965

'1218

1133

.75

1456

4.04

'2303

,·5125

-8884

r447

.'52

. 'JJli5:!);3

';5'09'4

2,03

'192

99

.'28

4193

1..91

:466

483

5142
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and earning more than average on NEY, as well as the ne~ative effect

of incom~ on labor supply. The OTHERN coefficients may be positively

biased because they reflect family t~stes for inco~e or negatively

biased because they reflect a cross-su~stitution as well as an income

effect.

The potential wage rate coefficients are l~kely to be positively

biased because they refl~ct th~ positive effects of schooling, ambition

and the nonpec~niary desireability of a job o~ labor supply as well as

a positive substitution effect. On the other hand because S9 many of

the 'aged not only do not work but would experience great difficulty in

finding jobs which pay as well as their tra~ning ~ould ~erit, it is likely

that the potential wage rate ~s in many cases a poor proxy fo~ what an

individual could actually earn. this shouldb~as th.e potential wage rate

coefficient toward zero.

Such a high proportion of males over age 61 do not work that 'despite

its shortcomings there is no alternative to the. use of .a potential wage

rate. For the group 55-61, however, we also estimate a reported wage

rate coefficient. On the One hand this coefficient will also be positive~y

biased because. it reflects the positive effects of ambition and the non

pecuniary desireability of a job, and the possibility of having to take

a lower wage for part-time or part-year work. On the other hand, because

the reported· SEa wage rate is obtained by dividing nqrmal weekly earnings

by actual hours worked, the reported wag~ rate coefficients may be nega

tively biased in survey-week-hours regressions and biased toward zero

in annual hours regressions.
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A. Age JSS:"'Ukif;

In .Table:"2 we present, the NEY, OTHERN,. LNBW:;,;".and LNWRcoefficients

from' severairegressions for the SEO, and, ISR.,..OEOii5S".6L year.old. male

samp];¢s. ,. The ,dncome .(base.d·:on. NEY) ,.,wagerate",and",$ubstitut.ion elasti

cities'..de:rive'd,· from' these.co:efficient'S' are pr.es:'eatredinTahl:e ,J alo.ng.

with'. the,.compa;l:i·able·;elasticities;.,for. 'prime:').ag,emales.

Considel:.,the.,SEOresults. first. All .of theLJ:iIEY coefficients in. both

the mar:r.::i:e'd" :and:':Singl:e sampl.esare negative.'.. Moreo:v:er,.,the:"coefficcients

in the.single I,:sampleare, ..'uniformly. large;r in, .mag!l.~tJt'ude;.than":,,those.in.. ,the

marr.ied sampl.e~ Yet, .while .... all, ,the:' NEYcoeff.icient:s.in the, married sample

are s1:'atistica:lly.;"significantat '.. Ollevel orbe;u:t'e:r,only,one,dn:·the,·

single .samp::I;eis.:,sig1].;i.f.icant at the. as .leveL on., :bet.ter. The:larger

standar.d·erro,rs:dn..the sirtgl;e.sample ;may bedue.~toL..JSmaller,',samp:I:e size,.,-

abl>ut ,20' perc'ent .as large .as the' married ' sample,. Incont.ras;t'to the

NEY·'c.o.e.ff..icient's;: .many.' of the OTHERNcoefficientsuare..pos.itive, .but more

im.port ant· none are ·.significantly different.:fr.om ...:zero,. In view of the

fact that wives':with retired husbands ·are als.o. very: likely to be. retired.,

these·resulfs are.notsurprising.

The. LNPW 'coef.:Eicients '·for married men:are ,lar,ger than those for

singl,e men.'· BtitthesitigJ,.:e LNWRcoef£icientsal:ie~"J.ar.g~.r.than, the married

LNWR<:coe£ficie'tlts.' Tli~"·.latter.. pattern is whatwei;,·expectedto, .find·--and

did find"""'fo'r:bdth" potenttal andrep;qrted wage. 'rates for..malesage 25-54.

As ;e~p.ec ted ,.the;income, wage/rate.,: ..and.subsoitution 'elastic.ities

presented in Table 3 for married males age S5-~6]\'iare·some:what,.. larger' than

those ,for the :25...54 age gl;ouP' Similarly, the',inc0me, reported wage rate,

andStlb.st:i,tution . (LNWR) elasticities for single menage 55-6lare larger
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TABLE 2

SEO and ISR-OEO Income and Wage Rate Coefficients for
Married and Single Males Age 55-61

Harried Single

NEY OTHERN LNPW LNWR NEY OTHERN LNPW LNWR

SEO

HLFA -.0228 (4.96) -.00285 (0.8) 64 (2.30) 40 (1.80) -.0469 (1.80) +.0180 (0.9) -6 (0.10) 107 (1. 90)

HEMPA
-·.0206 (3.90) -.00412 ·(1.0) 124 (3.90) 72 (2.80) -.0324 (1. 00) +.0280 (1. 3) 19 (0.40) 159 (2.50)

EMPDUMA
-.00001 (5.50) -.000002 (1.4) .0043 (0.40) .0019 (0.20) -.00003 (2.90) -.0090 (0.50) .0056 (0.30)

HWKSW240 - u ~-.00064 (4.10) +.00018 (1. 5) 2.8 (3.00) -1.5 (2.00) -.00122 (1. 70) -.00006 (0.1) 1.1 (0.80) 2.3 (1. 60)

HWKSW2 40 -.00062 (3.80) +.00016 (1.3) 4~. 3 (4.30) -.5 (0.60) -.00093 (1.20) +.00002 (0.0) 1.5 (L20) 3.2 (2.10)

HWK
SW

- U -.00061 (2.90) +.00004 (0.3) 4.3 (3.30) -3.5 (3.60) -.00154 (1.70) -.00040 (0.6) 1.9 (L20) -.7 (0.30)

HWKSW -.00057 (2.60) +.00003 -(0.2) 6.0 (4.60) -2.3 (2.20) -_00122 (1.30)· -.00031 (0.5) 2.5 (1.50) .6 (0.30)

WiWUMSW - U -.00002 (3.90) +.000004 (L 2) .0665 (2.80) .0045 (0.20) -.00003 (1. 50) -.00002 (1. 2) .0461 (1.50) .0686 (1.80)

WKDUMSW -.00001 (3.50) +.000003 (1.1) .1080 (4.50) .0273 (1. 40) -. 00002 (1.10) -.-00001 (0,8) .0510 (1. 60) .0851 (2.20)

rSR-OEO--Harried and Single Combined

tlWK
A

-.0837 (3.6) -.0212 (1. 8) 86 (0.6) -24 (0.3)

liWK < 2000 -.0772 (4.5) ·.-.0036 (0.4) 113 (1.1) 47 (0.9)A-

HLFA-SEOi -.1066 (5.0) -.0103 (0.9) 115 (0.9) 148 (2.2)

t:clPDIfL1
A -.00003 (3.21 +.000002 (0.3) -.0066 (0.1) -.0401 (1.4)

N
\.n.
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TABLE 3 (conte)

Income, Wage Rate and Substitution Elasticities for

ISR-OEO 55-61 and 25-54 Year Old Males

i·'> Wage Wage
Rate Rate Substitution Sub~titution

.r.

Income (LNPW) (LNWR) . (Using LNPW) (Using LNWR)

Age 55-61 Mar:i:'ied and Single Males

HWK
A -.57 .05 -.01 .44 .38

HWKA 2. 2000 -.59 .07 .03 .48 .44

HLFA - SEOR -.80 .07 .09 .64 .64

EMPDUM
A -.41 -.01 -.05 .27 .23

Age 25-54 Harried Ma1es*

HWKj\ .00 .00 -.09 .00 -.09

HWKA 2. 2000 -.10 .00 -.01 .07 .06

HLFA - SEOR -.18 .00 .02 .13 .13

EMPDUMA -.13 .00 ;00 .10 .09

*The elasticities for 25-54 year olds that are presented in this tap1e
are weighted elasticities of healthy and ~nhea1thy prime age men .

._- --- --- _._---~ - ------~~--~- -----_. ---
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t_han botht:ho:sefor UJ.airl;:i.ed·.,menage. 55-61'and: :t;ao:se fo'tl .si'Oigle.menage

25...5.4 •. ,Qnlyi'phepat,entfal >Wage xate'e'!astic.it.ies; for .s:l.ngle: ,men do not

·conform to' OJ.lJ: a priori e~pect.atiQns•

.' :AnlunE\~pe.cted res.ult:isthat~ it·hei.·i.ncome:.e1:a::s1::ic·itiesare. suhstan

i, :.tia-l1y"J;apser:·fiOl:".the.,· s.U:t::y'ey .w.e.ekme.as;ures lb f1. ·xahor,.s,lltppJ.y,than :for the

:,.a.J;lnua1:: me:a.s.ure.s.: 'of!:lab:.o·r· ,~t~iPP:l.Y. f ",One,:h,ypp:tJle's;!:.sr.(t'Q .. :accounto· ..for. :why older

men, .have.high,er.·, ·e.l8.'J3ti.oi:b:ies ·du:r:ingthe s,Ul,,~eY;;'i:we.ek ;thand:.uiI:'ing; ·~the ye'ar

,while ..y.:.ol.p;lget::·,meu·dQ .. ·n.ot..is. t.hat .oLder.men with!',m~tre .than· av,erage' NEY

may: <be.·.bett.er able to.a:E:fQtd to,t.ake .theirle'iscure in a· .soutiliern climate

during: late wint.e:r:or. early spr:t.ng~-i.• e.. ,..Auringcthe .s.EOsurvey;·we.ek.

The>pptentialw<;tg.e.;:.J:;a.te. el.;isticities'iQ!, marra·edl"men:and;.b.o;th. tth~' 'p.ot:en

t:ialand rep,ort.ed.W:1;lge:ll.ate e.last:icities f.or .s:ing:le' .men ,are: also: ·suhst:an

tial:ly more p.os'i.t.i.ve·fou· :the .s.urvey..week than: :f(l::)r:::ithe annu-al',aneas,u)::es :of

labor-· s,upply. Why this' differential .exist.s ·isnot.c·lear. 'It>Jn-ay" be

·some-th.ing· peculiar ab:out,.the surveyweek--,p,er:haps' some seaso.nal -patt,ern

ofde:mand.

Due to small sample size 'we .had. tocontb<ine'. ''50'-61 married .and· single

men..for the ISR-OEO ana.J.y.sis. The patt.ern of. the:. 'lSR-OEO coeffi.cients is

similar to. ,tho.se· -from. the· SEO. The. NEY c.o'effic.:Lents are all negative and

sta.tisticallysigtl.if:L~antbutthey are suhstanti.al1y, larger than t.hose in

the' SEQ. -The QTllERN.c;o,ef£icients like.,tho:se inthe.SEO are allsta~t-istically

in~jtgnificant. Altho~gb'the t ratios .are muchsmailler, the reported and

;pot;ential .wage r:ate co,ef.£1.cientsare of .sim..ilar.magnitude· to those in the

SEO. The income and· suh.s..titution elasticHiesforithe ISR-OEO sample Of

.old.ermen are·' substantially larger than thosef.or,~;the ISR-OEO prime age

sample.a. Most..of .the d·if.f;e.rence in..the 'substi:tut:Lon, el.astici:tiesis
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attributable to the differences in income elastiGities. (Note that while

the older wage rate elasticities are generally more positive than those

for younger males, the differences are small compqred to those between

the substitution elasticities of the young and old.) Nqt only are the

ISR-OEO income elasticities larger than those for the younger males, but
"'-.

they are also four to five times larger than those fOD the SEO 55-61 year

old samples.

Further Results: Pensioners and Unhealthy Subsamples

Most of the difference between the S~O and ISR-OEO income effect

estimates is attributable to the much stronger income effects among

pensioneers in the ISR-OEO sample. As explained in Section I, we expect

pensioneers to have stronger income elasticities than~onpensibneers

because of their presumed stronger tastes for leisure. In .order to test

this hypothesis we added a variable to our regressions, PENNEY which is

the product of the pension dummy and NEY. We also qddeq a variaqle

PEN LNPW, the product of the pension dummy.and the wage rate variable

to our regressions. The coefficients of this variable were normally

positive though statistically insignificant. Substitution elasticities

of pensioneers calculated from these coefficients were, however, always

larger than those of nonpensioneers.

In Table 4 we produce the NEY and PENNEY co~fficients in several

regressions from both data sources. The PENNEY coefficients measure

the difference in the NEY coefficients between .nonpensioneers and

pensioneers.Asexpected in both samples the PENNEY coefficients are

significantly more negative than the NEY coeffi~ients. What was not
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TABLE 4

PENNEY

"HL!A

.,lIEMJ;'A

EMPDill1A

HWlS.SW~: 40

HWKSW

.·WKDm;tsw

HWI<A

' EMPDm1A

...,..014.1 ,(2,:.9)

'~l'"',.;0117;i,{2_.,1)

...,. ~:OOO()06 .(3.•1)

""'0..00061 .,:(3·;;4)

,~,;,00053 ..,,~2".:2)

.,..,0,00.01 . (3.:3)

·...;~024:1 "(ms)

"....;.'0.00.001 (O~'l)

,,:,,,;mS59 .(k.3)

":::;,,;,:0534 .(,(31~"6)

"",~~:,000.o2 . (4J,O)

-:,.,\~.o0009 ,~m,2)

,,:,,,.::000:3:0 (0'. 5)

.....:.,:0.00,00(3...,(O,~2)

. ...,.;'13Jf9 ' (2~9)

. - ~:0'0'0:O7 '(3 ~ 8)
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expected and is difficult to understand is the difference in magnitude

between the total pensioneer NEY coefficients (NEY + PENNEY) in the two

samples. The difference between the NEY coefficients for nonpensioneers

in the two samples is not nearly so large; in fact the NEY coefficient in

the SEO EMPDUM equation is actually larger than that in ISR-OEO EMPDUM

equation: Thus the major source of difference in the income effects

between the two samples is the unexplained large differences in income

elasticities of pensioneers between the two samples. Perhaps in the

5 years between the SEO and ISR-OEO surveys, social morays have changed

so that there is more legitimacy to early retirement~ Or it may be that

higher unemployment rates made it more difficult for pensioneers to secure

new jobs in 1971 than in 1966.

Just as the labor supply of pensioneers is more elastic than that of

nonpensioneers, we expected to find the labor supply of unhealthy labor

males to be more elastic than that of healthy older males. For the most

part, our expectations were confirmed, but frequently the differences were

not statistically significant.

B. Age 63-64 and 66-71

As noted above, the existence of the earnings test complicates

estimation of income and substitution effects for the group of old people

age 62 through 71. Under the earnings test provisions in 1967, OAI bene-

. fits were reduced by 50¢ for each dollar earned per year in excess of

$1600 and by $1 for each dollar earned in excess of $2800. Thus the

amount of OAI ,payments that an individual receives depends in part on

how much he works. Estimates of the effect of nonemployment income on
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',-jwork, effort ~"'litherefore",,,w:ill also., r:eflect,the.;te:f:fe'ct, ,,0f:,~ wO:rk:ef'f:ort:on

·,the\OALpart'of nonemplroyment income. Unlikeil'l:p.uhlic"ass'Is,tance or

·,·uneniployment'insurance]l'ayments which aEf·e·ctkc;In;.Ly:la:,:smalb(ihinori,ty of

:'ithe.younger population<and;may;.;therefore,. be,~~;irgl!lore.d"withq;(!hope£ully)

'noL:too"much;:.er,ror, .nearly all.indiV:iduab;v<,agetd~;'2:"'];Lare;i.not>,only

potentially ,,~l,i..gihle'for.Social.,,'Securi'(:y::.pa:vm:e:n;ts ,but :~a:ls'o:1I1ay:;,be

.,expected to·.c.ons.ciously:::,make, work .decisions on:;:{j:t:he",hasis,: of.·the'ir''"]lo:t:en

.tiaL,payments .':;Consequently; .simply. ,excl.uding~J.;QALhenefits:;from·:non

"'emp,loyment, .. income is not,; a tenable ,sblu:tion"to~::i:this.;;,sjl1mi:l;t,arteity:.prob:lem.

',The ,solution that we adopted:'was> to: obta±mcau'estimate of the

'amount of,DAl' b:erte£its that the individual',wouJ:d£t::have;:heent:entitled"to

if he ,'were .Gompl:etelyretired. This est'imabe'i.:;was'J';obtained.in·'much•.;the

, same: ,way that. our potential ·wage.':rate estimate:s:;;;w.ere:.ob.tained. ,·:"OAl· ·pay

ments for males age 63 or more with' positive.:::OAl,.·:,payments,:who,did;n<;>t

work at:all were reg,ressed' on age, race" yearsi'of;:sGhoo'l1,ng", ,location,

i,and mar,ital: ,sta,tus. ,The; ;co.efficients;of,the;ge'f;;v:a~iahles:.i;'we~e.thenused

to ass.ign all individuals in the 63 or 7L'age.ibJ;'.a:cket a;,po.tential OAl

payment • Potential OAl,payment ,was then entered,',as a "var,iable in. the

regression 'and .actual OAl payments, were not counted in:,NEY. ,This

procedure enables us".to obtain an estimate for;~,the:'income effect of

potential 'Soc'ia~ Security ,paymentsasiwell as.an.,.lLncome effect from non

employment income.

The problem of estimating anaccur.ate ,wage,:,rate and substitution

effec,t which is created by the, existence of, the,': earnings tests is more

intractable because the ,earnings test creates""Bl·i;uonlinearsegmented

, budget, 'constraint. As a consequence, while we,c:.:i::nclude a potentiaL 'wage
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rate variable in our equations and report the coefficients below, we

do not use these coefficients to calculate wage rate and s~bstitution

elasticities.

One other.problem is how to handle the pensioneer issue. As noted

above, the rationale for including a pension dummy variable is that many

individuals who are eligible for pensions do not claim them because doing

so requires giving up the job where pension entitlement was accrued.

Because the percent of prime age males who claim pensions to which they

are entitled is small, it is reasonable to assume that on average those

who do claim pensions have stronger than average preferences for leisure.

The same argument applies to individuals age 55-61 and to a lesser extent

to 63 and 64 year olds. But, by age 65, having a pension is not so

unusual and cannot be interpreted as evidence of greater than average

tastes for leisure. While 6 percent and 13 percent of the SEO and ISR~

OEO 55-61. year old samples have pensions, and 15 percent and 25 percent

of the 63-64 have pensions, 39 percent and 51 percent of the 66-71 year

'old samples have pensions. For all age groups the inclusion of the

pension dummy could lead to an underestimate of the income effect. While

we believe that for those below age 65, the exclusion of the pension

dummy variable will lead to a more serious overestimate of the income

effect, the grounds for believing this for the 66-71 year old group are

weak. Thus although we present NEY results for both age groups from

regressions with and without a pension dummy, for the 63-64 year old

group we believe the income effect derived from a regression with the

pension dummy is the best estimate while the opposite is the case for

the 66-71 year old group.



In Table"5 helow we, present the OTHERN, LNPiW,anci two",s,ets, of ;JiIElY

coefficients from regressions for the SEO and ISR,,-:OEO 63-64•• and 66-71

year old samples. The independent variables are.. the same as; for the

55-·61 year old, group except that a~ va:riable for ..p.o;i;:ential OAI payments

is included in: all regressions. (The coefficien;l;i;sof this variable

are presented:: in Table 7 and ..discussed below.!) ;, LILTable,.. 6, the incame

elasticities derived from the two sets, of NEY coe£:fic.ients ,·are· presented.

As expected, all of the NEY coefficients fQr~b:0th.age ·g;roups are

negative and most are statistically significant. Tl;J.Ose. taken from re.g:J;es,..

sion without the pension dummy are on average· ah;Qiu,t twice as ·];"I-rg.ei as thQs·e

taken from regreasions with a pension dummy. l.n,contraat to the.·"NE.Y cO.effi

cients with the exception, of the ISR-OEO 63-64 yeq.:,x. oldsa.mp1r.e., all.of the

OTHERN coefficients are positive. Because ret,±):7@:mentdecisions in. a·f.amily

are likely to be j'oint ones, Le., both partner,SliJretir.e, the po~sitiv.e

OTREiRN coeffi.cients are not too surprising. We"ar:e ata lo·ss.., however,

to explain the negative coefficients :£or.the:63'764. year old·ISR-OEO sample.

With one exception, the potential wage. rate. coefficients are. all

positive. About half of them are statistically significant at the .05

level. While a positive r.elationship was expec:t:ed., as explained above,

it-is difficult to att~ch much meaning to them~gnitude of the coeffi

cients. Once more, however, the results f.or the: 63,..64 year old ISR-OEO

sample stand out., The potential wage rat·ecoefficients.for this: sample

are six to nine times lar,ger than the comparab:1:e! coefficients for the

SEO· 63-64 year old sample.. They are also that"mlJ..ch lar:g!'!r than the SEO

and ISR-OEO· 66-71 year old samples. As with the,.Ol'RBRN coefficients we

have, no explanation fo.r these findings.



TABLE 5

SEO and ISR-OEO Income and Wage Rate Coefficients for
63-64 and 66-71 Year Old Males

63-64 Year 01ds 66-71 Year 01ds

NEY NEY NEY NEY
With Without With Without

Pension Pension Pension Pension
Dummy Dummy OTHERN LNPW Dummy Dummy OTHERN. LNPW

SEO

HLFA
-.0183 (3.1) -.0224 (3.6) +.0069 (0.4) 95 (1.2) -.0357 (2.0) -.0896 (5.4) +.0274 (2.0) 143 (3.6)

HEMPA
-.0177 (2.9) -.0215 (3.4) +.0070 (0.4) 117 (1.4) -.0333 (1. 9) -.0852 (5.3) +.0279 (2.1) 135 (3.5)

EMPDUMA
-.00001 (3.4) -.00001 (3.9) -.00001 (0.6) .0475 (1.2) -.00004 (3.4) -.00006 (6.3) +.00001 (1.4) +.0818 (3.4)

HWKSW2 40 -.00029 (2.0) -.00034 (2.3) -.00029 (2.0) 1.5 (0.8) -.00028 (0.8) -.00107 (3.4) +.00070 (2.6) 1.7 (2.3)

HWKSW -.00032 (1.8) -.00036 (2.0) -.00029 (0.5) 1.9 (0.8) -.00025 (0.6) -.00125 (3.2) +.00082 (2.5) +1.4 (1.5)

WKDUMSW -.00001 (2.0) -.00001 (2.4) -.00004 (0.4) .0364 (0.7) -.00001 (1.1) -.00003 (3.3) +.00002 (2.3) .0554 (2.4)

ISR-OEO

HWKA
-.0561 (1.2) -.1972 (4.5) -.0784 (3.3) 701 (2.4) -.0615 (2.4) -.0782 (3.6) +.0210 (0.5) 133 (0.7)

HWKA2 2000 -.0675 (1.6) -.1924 (4.9) -.0688 (3.3) 650 (2.6) -.0536 (2.4) -.0701 (3.6) -.0016 (0.0) 97 (0.6)

HLFA-SEOR -.0858 (1. 6) -.2006 (4.4) -.1029 (3.8) 1015 (3.1) -.0313 (1. 6) -.0492 (2.9) +.0164 (0.5) -36 (0.2)

EMPDUMA -.00005 (1.9) -.00011 (4.8) -.00002 (1. 9) .3413 (2.2) -.000007 (0.4) -.00003 (1.8) +.00003 (1.0) .0079 (0.1)

Note: The OTHERN, and LNPW coefficients for the 63-64 year old samples are taken from regressions which include the pension dummy variable
while those for the 66-71 year old samples are taken from regressions which do not include this variable. The inclusion or exclusion
of the pension dummy variable, however, had little effect on the OTHERN and LNPW coefficients.

W
I.n



TABLE 6

SEO and JSR-OEO Income E;Lasticj;;t!;lre,S for
'63""764 and 66-71 YearOltlMa:~es

Q3~6.4 Ye:ar.Ol<:ls

.With ;W:lh'hout
tPension :Een·s,ion

Dummy DUmIU¥

~SEO

,.'6.6-7U.Year .01ds

'W.i,th •Witho"ut
'PensiionPensiion

D.ullUl}¥ 'Dummy

HDF -.10 --d'2 -:;26 - •.65A

'HEMPA ,- .:10' -:12 - ~'26' ,,-.65

.EiMPDJJMA
.-. .,1:0 -:10 -.66 -.5.4

HWK .< :.40 -.10 -.11 , •.14 -."53·A'-

'HWK."' -..10 -.,11 - .•1'1 - .•.5:5SW
WKDUMsw -.1;3 -:..13 -.15 -.k6

ISR"'OEO

HWK:A ",:.39 -:1..36 -.-:6.6 -.84

HWK < 2000 -.49 -1..40 ·-.~:61 -..80
.A ~

HLF - SE~R -.67 ,1.57 , ..81 -'1 •.27
A

EMPJ)~A -.59 -1.30 -. ..07 -.29



TABLE 7

Potential OAl Coefficients for SEO and lSR-OEO 63-64 and 66-71 Year Old Male Samples

SEO lSR-OEO

63-64 66-71 63-64 66-71

HLF +.4631 (2.3) -.0777 (0.5) HWKA +.3430 (2.4) -.3490 (2.2)A

HEMPA +.5327 (2.6) -.0248 (0.2) HWKA .2. 2000 +.2685 (2.1) -.2902 (2.1)

EMPD~ +.00006 (0.6) -.00018 (1. 9) HLFAD-SEOR +.3374 (2.1) -~3553 (2.9)

EMPDUM +.00009 (1.1) -.00003 (0.2)
HWKSW 5 40 +.0185 (3.7) +.00177 (0.6)

HWKSW +.0189 (3.1) +.00169 (0.5)

WKDUMSW +.00037 (2.9) +.00004 (0.4)

Note: The potential OAl coefficients for the 63-64 year old samples are taken from regressions which include
the pension dummy variable while those for the 66-71 year old groups are taken from regressions without this
variable. The inclusion or exclusion of the pension dummy variable, however, had little effect on the OAl
coefficients.

W
-...J
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The income ,elas,tic.::Lt,ies presented in Table 6 ,a,reabout as predicted.

The elastici.ties for SEQ, 66-71 year ,olds, are much, 'higher than those for

SED '63-64 year olds.'If one assumes as we do that it is appropriate to

include the pension dUnnt1y,for the 63'-64 year old: age ,group but inappro

priate for the 66-71 yeardld group, the ISR"':OEO' results are as c£Learcut

as those for the SED, i..e., '66...,71 year oldshave ,higher income: elasticities.

The ,Effects of Potent.ial :OA,.I

,The potentialOAI lp~a:vments coefficients Ear the ,four s'amples'dfolder

males are .presented in ,mabIe 7. Perhaps the most .inter,estingaspect, ,of

the res~ltsis that while.the coefficients areasexpecteduniform~y.nega

tive ,for the 66-7l'yearold age group, they areitini-formly positive for the

63"'04 year old age g.roup·. Recall that a ·wo'r.ke:r:;;w'ho .reti,resbafore age 65

has his OAI ·benefit ,permanently reduced by 5/9'0'£ 1 percent for each month

of the difference between his age when he r,eceiv:es his £i,rst benefit and

when he reaches 65. ,As a result for the 63-64 year ,o:ld -age group , the

potential OAI coefficient does notr,ep:r:esent a pure iucameeffect. The

higher are potential OAI.ipayments, the.larger -is :the'absolute cost in terms

of foregone future OAI payments of retiring early. Moreover, those with

higher potential OAI pa:vments on average are also likely to be mo:re healthy,

have longer expected !li£etimes, and have bet,teremployment prospects than

those with lower po,tential OAI payments. All of :t,hese factors would lead

to the positive relationship hetween potential OAI payments and labor

supply that we found.

Wh-ile the potent.ial OAI payment coefficients in the SED 66-71 ye-ar

old· group are similar in1I1agnitude to theNEY cbe'fficients, the coeffi.cients
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in the ISR-OEO sample are about three or four times larger than the

comparable NEY coefficients. This result is puzzling.

c. Age 73 or More

In Table 8 we present the NEY, OTHERN, and LNPW coefficients for

males 73 or more from both samples.

The most striking aspect of the results is the complete lack of

statistical significance. In view of the very small percentage of aged

individuals who work"and the large role that the availability of a job

plays in whether the aged work, this is not surprising.

Despite the lack of statistical significance, as Table 9 shows, the

point estimates of the income and substitution e1asticities23 for this age

group are somewhat larger than those for prime age males. These results,

therefore, appear to confirm the hypothesis that because there are no

social pressures for the aged to work, their labor supply schedules should

be more income and'price elastic than those of younger men. Moreover,

the elasticities for those 73 years old more more tend_to be smaller

than those for the 66-71 year old group supporting the hypothesis that

health limitations and some institutional social pressures not to work,

would lead to somewhat lower elasticities for this age group.

III. OLDER WOMEN

While existence of the Old Age Insurance system complicates the

estimation of income elasticities for males age 63-71, it makes it

virtually impossible to estimate income elasticities for women in this



TABLE 8

Income.,..and Wag,e Rate Coefficients for
.Males Age 73 or More

.i.LNPW

·";~.0036 ~(OfO)

0.5 (0.8)

1.70 (1. 9)

.0232 (1.1)

-.056.4 (1. 2)

,1ahor .Supply
Measure NEY

'HLF
A

-.0104 (1~4)

HEMP
A

- •.009.6 (1.3)

.EMPDUM
A .-.000010 (1. 7)

HWKSW 2. 40 -.00011 (0.8)

,H~SW .... 00023 (1.1)

WKD~SW -.000004 (0 .. 8)

HWK
A

.... 0289 (1. 9)

1iWK.A 2. ,2000 -.0249 (1.9)

HLFA -' SEOR
-~0213 (1.7)

EMPDUMA -.00002 (1.3)

.OT.HERN

;:.8EO

'+.:0060 i(0.8)

+.0.054 .,(0.7)

+•.00.0.01·" ;,(0 ~9)

+:0,0010 (0.7)

+.00004 (0.2)

+~OOOOO (0.1)

.ISRiOEO

+.0280 (100)

+ •.0149 (0,; 6)

+.0090 (0.4)

-.0001 ,;(0.4)

.. 9 .. -8

11.4

.32

28

~(.Q.3)

(0.4)

(0.6)

(0.6)

(0.7)
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TABLE 9a

Income Wage Rate and Substitution E1ast~cities for SEa
55-61, 63-64, 66-71 and 73 or More Year Old Male Samples

Age 73 or More

Wage Rate Age 63-64 Age 66-71
Income (LNPW) Substitution Income Income

HLF
A -.29 .06 .09 -.10 -.65

HEMP
A -.28 .07 .10 -.10 -.65

EMPDUMA -.27 -.02 .00 -.10 -.54

HWKSW 2. 40 -.25 .25 .27 -.10 -.53

HWKSW -.35 .57 .60 -.10 -.55

WKDUM
SW -.21 .26 .28 -.13 -.46

Age 55-61

Married Single

Wage Rate Wage Rate
Income (LNPW) Substitution Income (LNPW) Substitution

HLF
A -.12 .04 .12 -.17 .00 .09

HEMPA
.... 12 .07 .15 -.12 .01 .07

EMPDUM
A

-.12 .00 .08 -.23 .01 .17

HWKSW < 40 -.19 .14 .27 -.24 .06 .18

HWKSW -.16 .18 .29 -.23 .07 .19

WKDUMSW -.17 .14 .03 -.19 .08 .21

Note: The income elasticities reported for the 55-61 and 63-64 year olds are
taken from regressions which contain a pension dummy variable, while those for
66-71 and 73 year olds are taken from regressions which do not contain this
variable.



TABLE .,,9b

Incom~,WageRate~and Substitu:tii:.on.Elas';ti~jL;tiies "for ;.]fSR+OEO
55-6;Li) 63-'64.,66":'71 and 73'or "More 'iYe:ar:01fd teMale :Sam:ples

~A

HWK1\:<2UOO

HLFA-.S:EOR

.EMPD.UM
A

1:Up;come

·....... 37

Wa,ge'Rate
.C'LN1?:V;1';)

~.oo

.•..00 ..1.0

'Age <6.3"':6:4
lI-nc:0me

,-..:4,9

'A,g.e i:66~7:l

(Enc:om-e

HWKA

HWKA:~2000

HLF -SEQ,A :R

EMPDUM:A

-..•-;57

-,.-5,9

-. .•':41

MC}ge 'Ra.t::e
>"(LNFWO

.• '(J5

.:07

-'iDl

.4:8

.• 64

.27
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age group. Because almost all men work, it is reasonable to assume. that

all men age 63-71 are eligible for OAr payments. But such an assumption

is untenable for women, particularly married women. Most married women

obtain OAr benefits only as dependents of their retired spouses. But

others obtain entitlement on their own work record. Thus how much OAr

benefits a women is entitled to depends not only on her current work

sta~us but as well upon her previous work status and the work status of

her husband. Obtaining accurate estimates of potential OAr benefits for

this age group is, therefore, n~arly impossible. While we could generate

income estimates from coefficients for husband's earnings, a large number

of wives in this age group have husbands who are retired, thus such

results could not be appliyd with any confidence to all those 63-71.

Because women are not subject to social pressures to work, economic

considerations should play a larger role in the labor supply decisions

of women than of men. Consequently, we expect women age 55-61 and 73

or more to have larger income and substitution elasticities than men

age 55-61 and men age 63-64. But the labor supply elasticities of men

past retirement age should be as large as those of women because these

men are also not expected to work. Finally, we expect the magnitude of

the older women's labor supply elasticities to be roughly comparable to

that of younger women without children because about 90 percent of women

in this older age group do not have any children who are living at home.

While there may be differences in tastes for market work by cohort and/or

age, we do not expect ·such differences to be very dramatic.

A comparison of the mean values of older women's labor supply which

qre presented in Table 10 with the means for older men which are presented



TABLE 10

Mean Values of Female Labor Supply and Income for the SEO
and ISR-OEO 55-61 and 73 or More Year Old Samples

~
~

NEY 1609 3210

WR 2.80 1.67

OTHERN 8028 379

OWN EARNINGS 1868 59

TOTAL INCOME 11504 3648

SEO

Age 55-61 Age 73 or
More Mat"ried

'Married Single and Single
(N=976) (N=395) (N=950)

HLFA 707 1357 58

l:IEMPA 683 1301 54

EMPDUMA .l~8 .78 .06

illVKSVJ < 40 11 25 1.1

HWKsW 12 27 1.5

WKDUMSW .35 .69 .044

NEY 1195 769 1992

WR 2.04 2.02 .84

OTHERN 6891 1582 2309

OWN EARNINGS 1231 2740 91

TOTAL INCOME 9317 5091 4392

HWKA

~~DUMA

ISR-OEO

Age 55-:-61
Married Women

(N=200)

667

.48

Age 73 or
More Married

and Single
(N=170)

35

.09
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in Table 1 indicates that older women do work substantially less than

older men. Part of this difference is undoubtedly due to different role

expe~tations, but part of the difference may also be 4ue to income and

substitution eff~cts--i.e., larger NEY and lower wage rates for women.

A. M~rried Women Age 55-61

In Table 11, we present the NEY, OTHERN, and LNPW coefficients from

several regressions for the SEO and ISR-OEO 55-61 married women samples.

The other independent variables in the regressions are the same as those

for males except for the addition of two dummy variables to indicate the

presence of children less than and older than 13 years of age. The income,

wage rate and substitution elasticities derived from the NEY, OTHERN, and

LNPW coefficients, along with comparable elasticities for prime age married

women and 55-61 year old married men are presented in Table '12.

All of the coefficients in the SEO sample have the expected sign

and are highly significant. While only two of the ISR-OEO coefficients

are statistically significant at the .05 level, they all have the expected

sign and are generally comparable in magnitude to the SEO coefficients.

The differences in statistiqal significance are, therefore, probably

attributabl~ to the differences in sample size.

With two exceptions, the elasticities for 55-61 and 25-54 year old

married women are comparable in magnitude. One exception is that the

wage rat~ and substitution elasticities for the ISR-OEO 55-61 year olds

are quite a bit larger than those for the ISR-OEO 25-54 year olds and

those for SEO 55-61 year olds which are based on the annual measures of

labor supply. Whi+e we have no explanation for this difference, we do

-------------- -----

'::"1,
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TABLE 11

NEY, HE, and LNPW Coefficients};
for 55-61 Year Old Married Women

Labor 'Supply
Measure HE

HLFA -.0273 (5.0)

HEMPA -.0263 (4.9)

EMPDUMA -.00001 (4.4)

HWKSW 2. 40 -.00043 (4.1)

HWK" -.00047 (if.O)sw
WKDUMSW -.00001 (4.1)

-.0283 (2.3)

- •00001 (1. 8)

NEY LNPW,

SEO

-.0468 (4 •.1) 245" (3.0),

~.0444 (4.0) 253' (3;;.2)

-.00003 (4.0) .07'8 (1. 7)

-.000'77 (3.6) 9.7' (3.7)

-.00085 (3.5) 11.5 (6.6)

-.00002 (3.:8) .227' (5;2)

ISR-OEo,

-.0367 (1.2) 500 (1.8)

-.00004 (2 ;,1): .2644 (1.6)



TABLE 12

Income, Wage Rate, and Substitution Elasticities for 55-61 and
25-54 Year Old Married Women and 55-61 Year Old Married Men

:,:;.
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have an explanation for why the income elasticities derived frm11 the

NEY c.oefficients are substantially larger in the 55.-61 year old group.

We hypothesized that in older families with suffic,ient nonemployment

income for the husband to retire, retirement for the husbandlwould

normally entail retirement for the wife as 'Well. If this were so the

NEY coefficient in the 55-61 year old married. women. sample would be too

negative because it reflects a joint retirement as.";well as p,ure income

effect. In order to test this hypothesis, we estimated separate NEY and

HE coefficients for women from families where the husband worked respec...,

tively greater than and less than 26 weeks. This hypothesis appears to be

supp~rted by the finding that the NEY coefficients for wives with husbands

who worked more than 26 weeks was much smaller than those rep.orted in

Table 10; in fact they were virtually identical .t(1j;the HE coefficients

reported in that table.

As expected, the labor supply elasticities for 55-61 year old

married women are with one exception substantially larger than those

for 55-61 year 6ld married men. The single exception is the set of

income elasticities in the ISR-OEO data. But as noted above in

Section II, th~ ISR-OEO income elasticities for 55-61 year old males

are extremely high because of the unexplainably large elasticities

for pensioneers.

Finally, note that the SEO wage rate and substitution elasticities

for the survey "tV"eek measures of labor supply. are quite a bit larger than

those for the annual measures of labor supply. The same·differences

appear for prime age women. At this point, we do not have a Satisfactory

explal'l.ationfor this finding.
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B. Single Women Age 55-61

In Table 13 we present the NEY and LNPW coefficients from several

regre$sions for the SEO sample of singJ,.e women age 55-61. (The ISR-OEO

sample was too small to analyze.) The other independent variables in

the regression are the same as those used for males. In Table 14 we

present the income, wage rate, and substitution elasticities derived

from the NEY and LNPW coefficients, along with comparable elasticities

for 55-61 year old married women and single men.

All of the coefficients have the expected sign and are highly

significant. As expected, the labor supply elasticities of single

women age 55-61 are substantially larger than those for single men of

same age. Except for the income elasticities, the wage and substitu

tion elasticities are comparable in ~agnitude to those for 25-54 year

dld single women, and not too different from those for married women,

ages 55-61. We are not sure why the income elasticity estimates increase

with age for single women, especially for the annual re~ults, while there

is no comparable increase for married women. Perhaps major reductions

in labor supply are often closely associated with changing location (e.g.,

to warmer climates) and single women can make a decision on such a move

(either permanently or temporarily) with much less constraints than can

a married woman.

c. Women Age 73 or More

In Table 15, we present the NEY, OTHERN, and LNPW coefficients from

several regressions for the SEO and ISR-OEO samples of women over age 72.

(The other independent variables in the regressions are the same as those
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TABLE 13

NEY and LNPW Coefficients forSEO
55-61 Year Old Single Women

Labor Supply
Measure NEY . LNFW

.~ .;.

RLF -.205 (6.3) 363 (3.9)A

REMPA -.198 (6.0) 406 '(4.3)

EMPDUMA -.00011 (6.8) .114 (2.5)

HWK < 40 -.00306 (4.2) 7.0 (3.3)SW -

HWE;SW -.00329 (3.5) 7.3 .(2.7)

WKDUMSW -.00008 (4.4) , ..196 (3.6)



TABLE 14

Income, Wage Rate and Substitution Elasticities for SEa 55-61 Year Old Single Women,
Married Women and Single Men and 25-54 Year Old Single Women

- -- ----- ---- ----
Age 55-61 Age 25-54 Single Women

Single Women Married Women Single Men -_ .._---

Labor Supply -Wage Wage Wage Wage
Measure Income Rate Substitution Income Rate Substitution Income Rate Substitution Income Rate Substitution

HLF
A

-.77 .27 .69 -.36 .35 .40 -.12 .06 .16 -.37 .29 .49

HEMPA -.78 .31 .73 -.36 .37 .42 -.07 .17 .23 -.38 .31 .51

EMPDUMA
-.56 .15 .45 -.27 .16 .20 -.02 .01 .03 -.33 .18 .36

HWKSW 2. 40 -.63 .28 .62 -.36 .86 .91 -.08 .20 .26 -.50 .34 .61

HWKSW
-.61 .27 .60 -.37 .96 1.01 +.10 .19 .n -.61 .38 .71

WKDUMSW -.60 .29 .61 -.32 .66 .70 -.12 .16 .26 -.45 .33 .57

In
I-'



Labor _:S.upp1y
.Measur,e

TABLEl.5

"Income and)ilClge Rate CoefficientsfcQr 73· or
Mo.re Year 01dWo1Ilen

OTHERN .LNPW

HThF
A

HEMPA

EMPDUMA

·.....,0.0223 {O.B.)

-~OO:t8;5'CO.7)

·~.'oOOOO·2 (1 ~'O.)

"SliO

·...,.:,003:19 ;·CO : S)

...., :;cJO:28:2 CO .'.3;)

,,<+:000001(0 ~; 1)

1.'9

'CO :'3.:)

(0.'.3)

'HWKSW ::. 40

HWKsW
·WKl)l:lMsw

HWK
A

EMPDTJMA

-.0000'4 CO.7)

-.00007 (0.7)

-.000002 (O.S)

+.0092:8. (1.1)

-.000005 (3.4)

- . 000:0'7 ..;(.0 • T)

.- . 00015 ,(0.9')

-. 000(!).o;2:~;O.:5)

~·:t'S·R.::0jRO

- .0:034.3 ,(O£tl)

-.. 0-0.0005 :;;~'Q .."Z)

•.0661 (0.3)

•.0459 (Q •.3.)

--.0038'7 ·(O~8)

::3;,3 (0 •. 3.)

.'01806 (1.0)
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used for males of the same age.) In Tabl~ 16, we present the income

wage rate, and substitution elasticities derived ~rom the coefficients

reported tn Table 15 along with comparable elasticities for ~en 66-71

and over age 72 and for women 55-61.

As with men over age 72, none of the coefficients in the sample of

women over age 72 is significantly different from zero. Most qf the

coefficients, however, have the expected signs. And as the figures in

Table 16 indicate, the point elasticity estimates for men and women

over age 73 are not too different; in fact the male elasticities are

generally larger than those for females. Thus our hypothesis that the

labor supply elasticities of women over age 6~ should not be any larger

than those of men over age 65 because there are no differences by sex in

social pressures ~o work at this age appears to be supported by the data.

Further confirmation for this hypothesis is provided by comparing the

tncome elasticities for men 66-71 to women 55~6l. The two sets are quite

close to one another in magnitude.

The lower elasticities for women over age 73 than for wpmen 55-61,

is also pot too surprising. A similar pattern holds for in comparing men

over 73 with those 66-71. As argued above, the lower elasticities are to

be ~xpected because of social institutional, and heaJ,th pressures which

strongly mitigate work for those over age 72.'

:+v. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presenteq est~mates of income, wage rate, and substi

tution e1asuicities for several groups of older men and wo~en. For the
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TABLE ~6

Income. Wage Rate. and Substitution Elasticities for 73 or More Year Old Women
and Men and 55-61 Year Old Women

66-7:1. Year
73 Year 01ds 55-61 Year Old Women , Old Nen

Women Men Married Single

Labor S-upply Incol\le Wage ~age
. Income Wage Wage

Measure OTHERN NEY Rate Substitution Income Rate Substitution HE NEY Rate Substitution Income Rate Substitution Income

SEO

HLFA -.17 -.26 .03 .03 -.29 .06 .09
"

-.36 -.62 .35 .40 -.77 .27 .69 -.65

HEMP
A

-.15 -.~9 .04 .04 -.28 .07 .10 -.36 -.61 .37 .42 -.78- .31 .73 -.65

EHPDUMA -.14 +.07 .00 .00 -.27 -.02 .00 -.27 -.52 .16 .20 -.56 .15 .45 -.54

. HWKSW .:: 0 -.16 -.28 .06 .06 -.25 .25 .27 -.36 -.64 .86 .91 -.63 .28 .62 -.53

HWKSW -.20 -.44 .03 .03 -.35 .57 .60 -.37 -.67 .96 1.01 -.61 .27 .60 -.55

WKDUMSW -.20 -.20 -.09 -.09 -.21 .26 .28 -.32 -.63 .66 .70 -.60 .29 .61 -.46

66-71 Year
73 Year 01ds 55-61 Year Old Married Women Old }len

Women Men

Labor Supply Income Wage Wage Income Wage
Measure OTHERN NEY Rate Substitution Income Rate Substitution HE NEY Rate Substitution Income

ISR-OEO

HWKA -.36 +.97 .09 .07 -.73 .00 .07 -.49 -.63 .75 .83 -.84

EMPDUMA -.20 -.20 .20 .20 -.37 .00 .03 -.24 -.96 .55 .59 -.29
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most part, the results ~~~ consistent with ~ priori expectat~ons. Xn

general the incomr effects are negative and the supstitution eff~cts are

positive. As expected, the elasticities for older men and 'women'are

~arger than those for prime age m~rried ~ale~. While the labor supply

elasticities of m~n below retir~ment age are smaller than those for

women, the labor supply elasticities ofme~over age 65 are generally

just as large as those for women.
I
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FOOTNOTES

1Economic theory assumes that an individual's choice betw~en work
and leisure (or other nonwork activites) depends on his net wage rate
and his nonwage income. Since, other things being equal, the i~divi

dual is assumed to prefer leisure to work, an increase in his nonwage
income will lead him to work less and "consume" more leisure. In other
words, there is a negative income effect on labor supply.

A change in the net wage will have a similar income effect on labor
supply. However, there will also be a positive substitution effect in
this case since an increase in the net wage means that each hour of
leisure is now more expensive. Thus an ~ncrease in the wage may lead
to either an increase or a decrease in the supply of labor depending
on whether the substitution or income effect dominates.

Income transfer programs involve a guarantee, G, the amount of
income a given individual or family will receive if they have no other
income and a marginal tax rate, r, the rate at which the income support
decreases as the family's earnings and other sources of income increase.
Income maintenance programs not only increase the beneficiary family's
nonwage income, but, if the marginal tax rate is positive, also reduce
the net wage of each family member. Thus both the total income effect
and the substitution effect will act to reduce the family's work effort.

Some income transfer programs have a zero guarantee and a negativ~

marginal tax rate. These earnings or wage'subsidy programs could lead
to either increases or decreases in labor supply because while they
increase income, they also increase the cost of leisure by increasing
n~t wage rates.

2The result reported in this paper will constitute a major part
of our forthcoming monograph on The Labor Supply Effects of Income
Maintenance Programs.

3If we take too aggregative an approach, we not only loss interest
ing information but we may also bias our estimates of the labor supply
effects of income transfer programs. For example, if subgroups with
lower average labor supply have higher elasticities, then aggregate
results will overestimate labor supply reductions as a result of intro
ducing a new or more generous program.

4we'use .on1y the 1967 SEO data because only part of the 1966 sample
was re-interviewed in 1967 and the 1967 questionnaire is superior in a
number of ways, the most important of which is that an hourly wage rate
variable is available for 1967 but not for 1966. We use th~ se1f-weight~ng

sample only because it is sufficiently large to make reliance on the over
sampled poor part of the sample unnecessary. Moreover, .we have some qualms

---_._---------------



4 (cont·)about using the supplementary 8ubsample because we believe that
the way the sample was chosen may introduce some biases into our results.
While it is possible to weight the total sample in such a fashion that
it corresponds to the self-weighting. sample, ther,eis, not a one--for-one
correspondence. ·between the method of selecting thesupplementaqr sub
sample and the method of assigning the weights. In. the. ISR...OEndata we
made use of the supplementary subsamp.le. because the self-weighting sample
s:i,ze was so much smaller than that in the SED., In futur,e work, however,
we will use, the, total. SEQ sample and the self-we.ight,ing ISR-QEO sample
to test; how sensitive our results are to this sample selection problelIh,

5The survey week took place in early spring. Unemployment is
generally higher than average in this period.

6The following information on the family's asset position is avail
able in the SEa: (1) market value and mortgage or other debt of farms,
businesses or,. professional pr:acti'Ce~, (2) market value and debt of real
es,tate, (3) market value and ,debt of own home, (4) money in checking,
savings accounts, or any place else t (5) stocks·, bonds., and personal
loans;.and mortgages, (6) market value and debt of mo:torvehicles,
(7) other assets (excluding personal belongings and furniture), and
(8) consumer, debt.

A conceptually appropriate measure of NEY would include imputed
returns to assets as well as reported returns from assets. A house no
less ,than a bond produces a stream of goods and services unrelated to
current work effort. If assets with no reported return vary directly
(inversely) with measured or reported nonemployment, failure to impute
a return to assets will lead to a negative (positive) bias in the NEY
coefficient. But while it is clear that some return should be imputed
to assets, doing so creates several problems.

First, it is not clear what interest rate to use for imputing
returns to these assets. The interes,t rate is important because, given
observations on labor supply and net worth, the NEY coefficient will
vary inversely with the interest rate.

A second.much more-serious problem is that certain kinds. of assets
are liJ,tely. to be spuriously correlated with. labor, ,supply. For three
reasons, this p~oblem is likely to be especially severe for equity in
one:'shome. First, the supply of mortgage loans will depend in .part on
how steady a worker the individual is. Second, home. ownership normally
entails a commitment to steady work to repay a large mortgage debt.
Finally, both home ownership and full-time work are, in part, reflections
of individual' characteristics such as steadiness and ambition.

The spurious positive correlation between home ownership and labor
supply may'dominate the theoretical negative relationship between NEY
and labor supply if an'imputed return'to the individual's equity in his
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6 (cont.) d d . f bhome is ad e to reported NEY. Home equ~ty accounts or a out
one-half of all assets for which no return is reported. And, even if
only a 5 percent return is imputed to home equity, this one source of
imputed NEY will be slightly larger than total reported NEY.

Finally, data on assets in the SEO are frequently missing so that
an additional cost of trying to impute returns to assets is the loss
of all the missing asset data observations.

Given the above arguments, we believe that an a1te~native procedure
to imputing income to assets is desirable. The simplest alternative,
which we have adopted, is to include in all regressions in addition to
a reported NEY variable, a variable which measures the value of assets
that have no reported return in the SEO. This approach not only provides
a solution to the spurious correlation problem but also solves (or skirts)
the problem of choosing the appropriate interest rate to impute assets.
In the ISR-OEO study only data on the family's net equity in its home
and the gross value of its cars were available and these were used as
control variables in our regressions.

7The statement in the text should be qualified slightly. Guarantees
and implicit marginal tax rates vary from state to state. In addition,
eligibility depends upon other variables besides income. But for each
P.A. beneficiary in the sample, it remains true that numerous nonbenefi
ciaries living in the same state, with the same family size, potential
wage rate, and other characteristics, have the same budget constraint.

8The point in the text can be illustrated with the aid of the dia
gram. Hours worked is measured from left to right on the horizontal axis
and total income is measured along the vertical axis. Assume both indivi
duals have a market wage rate of ow. Further assume that if they earn less
than G dollars (work less than H hours) they are eligible for a public
assistance subsidy equal to $G less whatever they earn. Hence, the budget
line is OGJW. (Although not all public assistance programs have implicit
100 percent tax rates as depicted in Figure 1, most did in 1967, the year
when our SEO data were collected. The basic analysis is not altered by
assuming a less than 100 percent tax rate.) 11 represents an indifference
curve of man I. It is tangent to the JW segment of the budget line at E1.
Man I, therefore, works F hours and receives no public assistance. IZ
represents the indifference curve of man II. Man II clearly has a much
stronger aversion to work (vis-a-vis income) than does man I. He achieves
a corner solution at EZ, works a hours and receives OG dollars in public
assistance. Clearly, to the extent that work reductions are a voluntary
response to the availability of transfers, the transfer is a proxy for
taste differences.
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8 (cont.)

Total $
Income

J

o~----_---I.__...L-_----
H F Hours Morked

Figure 1

9
In an earlier paper in which we estimated labor supply schedules

of female heads of·households, we also examined the labor supply elastici
ties of this -group with respect to guarantees and tax rates in the Aid to
Families with Dependent Children program. Because there are so few other
P .A.benef-icia:ries, this procedure is 'not viabil..e -with other demographic
groups.

There are -two reasons for simply excluding P.A.beneficiard.esin
other groups from the sample. First, because of the implicit marginal
tax rates in the P .A. programs, it is difficult., in some cases impossible,
to 'spec'i£y the potentially effective wage rate that confronts P .A.bene
ficiaries. Consequently, including P.A. beneficiaries may distort wage
rate coefficients. In addition, since a potential beneficiary must dis
pose of his assets other than his home before he can qualify for public
assistance, P .A. benefic.ia-ries will have no nontrans:fer 'NEY. At the same
time their l·abor supply will be low. Thus including .them in the sample
and excludingP .A. paymen·ts from NEY may lead to a positive bias in the
NEY coefficient. On the other hand, since P.A. beneficiaries can be
e2tpected to have lower than average wage ·rates and to work less than
average, simply 'excluding them could lead to a negative bias in the WR
coefficient. Since -the NEY coefficients were virtually the same but the
wage rate coefficients were less positive when P.A. beneficiaires were
excluded, with the exception of female heads of households we report
results only from samples which exclude P.A. beneficiaries.

lOWhile it would .be possible in principle to estimate the response
of the unemployed to the parameters of the UC program that they confront.,
in practice it is nearly impossible to identify .the.se from the SEa data.
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11See David Macarov, Incentives to Work (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass,
Inc., 1970), p. 87. It would be preferable to have data on what percen
tage of those eligible for pensions claim them. Unfortunately, we could
not find such data.

12Another difference may be in transference of skill to the private
market. That is, some individuals in the military or civil service might
find a higher demand for their skills in the private market than other
individuals.

13In the SEO we don't know which individual in the family receives
the pension, but we assume it is the family head unless there is some
other retired person in the family unit. We use this variable only when
analyzing the labor supply of primary workers under the age of 73.

l4We are assuming that all family members benefit from such social
security payments.

l5Hourly wage rates are unavailable
work for wages during the survey week.
employed and the unemployed.

for all individuals who did not
This includes both the se1f-

l6There are some other less important sources of measurement error.
Of these perhaps the most important stems from the confusion between gross
and net earnings. Although interviewers were instructed to obtain normal
gross weekly earnings, because many individuals are likely to know only
their take home pay, there is undoubtedly some error due to confusion
between gross and net. Experience in the New Jersey Income Maintenance:
Experiment suggests that it took many interviews for families to learn·
the distinction well and to consistently report gross earnings ...See Harold
W. Watts and John Mamer, "Wage Rate Responses," in FirtalReportof·the
Graduated Work Incentives Experiment in New Jersey and Pennsylvania
(Report to the Office of Economic Opportunity, August 1973).

Note that when hours worked is the dependent variable, the measure
ment error will not be random. The wage rate variable will be negatively
correlated with the error term and a negative bias will result.

17Because the samples in the first and second stage regression are
not the same ,·the imputed wage rate is not an instrumental wage rate and
therefore it may be biased.

l80ne exception may be confusion between gross and take-home pay.

19Because the few prime-age males who did not work must be assigned
a potential wage rate, the reported wage rate measure is actually an
amalgam of reported and potential wage rates.



20Because the major rationale for estimating these labor supply func
tions is to use them to estimate the effects of transfer px:ograms on labor
supply, this ,is a definite advantage which will be important in our forth
coming monograph on the issue of the effects of transfer programs on labor
supply.

To calculate the reductions implied bythe·coefficients, one can
multiply the income coefficient by ,the NIT guarantee, and,assuming that
the existing.tax rate is zero, multiply the wage rate coefficient by the
NIT tax rate. The percentage reduction is simply the sum of these·two
divided by the mean.labor supply of the sample population.

21Those'age 62, 65 and 72 were excluded because some of them are likely
to have been~either 61, 64, or 71 during part of the year.

22When we incl~ded those who were prevented from working in the 66-71
and 73 or more year old samples, we found that the elasticities ,were some
what generally smaller than or about equal to those reported in the text.

23Sinceboth >the.wage rate and NEY coefficients may-be. dnpart a
p.roxy for the availability of a job and the aesirability~~of,{available
jobs, we ran SED regressions with a dummy variable for individuals
who have some post college education. Most of-these individuals are
likely to-be professionals. The inclusion of this variable in the
regression increased the absolute value of most of the NEY coefficients
by about 20 percent and decreased the wage rate coefficients by as much
as 300-+400 percent, and in the HLF

A
regression the wage rate coefficient

actually became negative.




